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Abstract— This Induction motor rotor fault detection is one of hot topic in between researchers in the last
decade. Reason beside this maintenance of induction motor is the major concerns in modern industry
where failure detection on motors increases the useful life cycle on the machinery. Broken rotor bars are
among the most common failures in induction motors. Early detection of faults in electrical machines are
imperative because of their diversity of use in different fields. A suitable fault monitoring scheme helps to
stop propagation of the failure or limit its escalation to severe degrees and thus prevents unscheduled
downtimes that cause loss of production and financial income. Detection of broken rotor bar of induction
motor with the help of ANN was the focus of the proposed work. The mathematical models of induction
motor in both healthy as well as fault condition were developed in order to simulate the faults of varying
intensity at different load conditions. Various parameters of induction motor are recorded in all the
different conditions. These recorded parameters are used to train the Artificial Neural Network. The
output of the ANN shows that proposed technique successfully detects the presence of broken rotor fault of
induction motor. Shows better values 10-1 error at 10 epochs. Also discuss Response Time of proposed ANN
detection is good as compare to other previous method. Mathematical model help of understand the basic
model. The proposed shows good result as compare different methods of fault detection like SVM, fuzzy
logic, DWT, FFT based.

Keywords— Induction Motor Faults, Fault Detection, Rotor Fault Analysis and Identification,
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I. INTRODUCTION
Induction motors are most widely used industrial load
and consumes a major part of overall electrical
consumption. Fault identification in electrical machines
and power systems is increasing interest research area for
academicians as well as for industry. The wide variety of
environments and conditions motor exposed to, misoperations and manufacturing defects can make it subject
to incipient faults or gradual deterioration and can lead to
motor failure if left undetected. Most electric motor
failures interrupt process, reduce production and may
damage related machinery. Sometimes a small HP motor
failure can also create hours of plant stoppage in
continuous processing.
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The Squirrel cage induction motors are most widely
used electrical machines for industrial, domestic and
commercial applications. These motors have advantages
such as robustness, simplicity of its construction and highly
reliable [1-2]. Since, Induction motors are undoubtedly
reliable but we cannot avoid the possibility of failure also.
These failure conditions are taking place because of its
component failure. If the failure occurs in the machine that
failure ought to be diagnose as early as possible. If these
failure conditions are not diagnosed on time, the failure
component will affect whole motor operation badly and
will become more catastrophic. Consequently, large
revenue losses and maintenance will be needed [5].
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Fig 1 – Shows the Fault detection Setup

II. FAULT DETECTION
In the Koalas Sa Nyutta the An Automated fault
diagnostics and condition monitoring are important parts of
most of the world’s industrial processes. It is difficult to
develop an analytical model that adequately describes
induction motor performance in its all operation points
with any power source in case of induction motor fault
identification. If the expert knowledge of process is
available a simple signal-based diagnostics can be adopted
with knowledge-based models. It is difficult for a human
expert to distinguish fault from the normal operation.
Multiple information sources may need for accurate
decision. Thus, the data-based models are the most
interesting approach for the induction motor diagnostics
[10]. In this presented work, the fault identification system
is built using RMS features retrieved from the voltage and
current signals and decision making part relies on databased (pattern) classification model.

Fig 2: Basic Pattern Recognition System

III. ANN BASED APPROACH
The proposed ANN Based method deals with the
detection of broken rotor bar of an induction motor. The
problem is approached through mathematical modeling of
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induction motor. Both the models, for healthy as well as
faulty motor, are developed using MATLAB simulink. The
model is used to simulate different conditions of fault with
varying number of broken bars. Parameters like threephase voltage, 3 phase current and THD of all voltages and
currents are acquired from the simulated model. The data
thus generated is used to train Artificial Neural Network
which diagnoses the condition of motor. The results
obtained prove the effectiveness of proposed method.
Detection of broken rotor bar of induction motor with the
help of ANN was the focus of the paper. The mathematical
models of induction motor in both healthy as well as fault
condition were developed in order to simulate the faults of
varying intensity at different load conditions. Various
parameters of induction motor are recorded in all the
different conditions. These recorded parameters are used to
train the Artificial Neural Network. The output of the ANN
shows that proposed technique successfully detects the
presence of broken rotor fault of induction motor [01] .

Fig. 3 ANN based Motor Rotor Fault Detection
In fact, fuzzy logic is reminiscent of human thinking
processes and natural language enabling decisions to be
made based on vague information. Therefore, this paper
applies fuzzy logic to induction motors fault detection and
diagnosis. The motor condition is described using linguistic
variables. Fuzzy subsets and the corresponding
membership functions describe stator current amplitudes.
A knowledge base, comprising rule and data bases, is built
to support the fuzzy inference. The induction motor
condition is diagnosed using a compositional rule of fuzzy
inference. Experimental results are presented in terms of
accuracy in the detection motor faults and knowledge
extraction feasibility. The preliminary results show that the
proposed fuzzy approach can be used for accurate stator
fault diagnosis.In this paper, the realization of the fault in
stator winding in a three-phase induction motor has been
considered. In the first place, the induction motor was
simulated by dynamic equations to that effect; afterwards,
the equations were revisited by accounting faults in one of
the phases. As for the issue of fault realization, the fuzzy
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logic and its application in clustering have been used. As
an advantage of this method, we can refer to its high
accuracy, online state as well as its deprivation from an
accurate model for the system. [02]

n = number of broken rotor bars
Where, k is the transformation ratio. The rotor resistance,
after considering n number of broken bars, becomes
rr1 =

IV. PROPOSED MATHEMATICAL
MODELING OF ANN BASED SYSTEM
The Modelling of induction motor with broken rotor bar
fault. Rotor faults represent broken rotor bar, damage in
during, etc. The focus here is on broken rotor bars. In the
condition of broken rotor bar fault all the equations of
healthy motor would remain as it is except the rotor
impedance. When fault occurs, the rotor impedance will
increase. But, as the change in reactance is very small,
hence is being neglected here. So the equation of rotor
resistance will be modified as derived below [9]:
rr =

Rb 1
N/3 K 2

Let rr rotor resistance referred to stator
N= total number of rotor bars

1

1
K2

2

Now, change in rotor resistance
3n
∆r =
× rr
3
N − 3n
The end rings and the magnetizing current are not taken
into account [10]. So, the equations for rotor becomes
𝑑 𝜆𝑞𝑟
= − rr + ∆r . 𝑖𝑞𝑟 − 𝜔 − ωr 𝜆𝑑𝑟
4
𝑑𝑡
𝑑 𝜆𝑑𝑟
= − rr + ∆r . 𝑖𝑞𝑟 − 𝜔 − ωr 𝜆𝑞𝑟
5
𝑑𝑡
The below figure shows the Mathematical Model of
induction motor for broken rotor bar system. In this model
there are three sub system available: Q – block, D – Block
and Rotor Block. In below shows the subsystem of D, Q
and rotor block. That is in above figure 4.2.

Fig 4 Shows the Mathematical Model of Induction Motor

Fig. 5 Sub block of d block
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V. SIMULATION AND RESULT
If In the above figure 4 and figure 5 is the main
model of proposed method is contain different sub system
sub systems are describe at proposed model.
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broken rotor bar in the induction motor in twenty eight. For
the analysis simulate the proposed model up to 1000 times
and collect the different data of motor under different
broken rotor bar condition. Use this data to analyze in the
unreal network tool box in matlab.

A. Parameters used for diagnosis
In the below figure 6 and figure 7 shows the block
parameters of rotor measurement and stator measurement
of motor. Shows in below. There are different parameters
are masked in the list which we want to analyzed for
training data and train data base required. The main focus
of stator current, rotor current and torques.

Fig 8 Induction motor and its parameters

Fig 6 Shows the Different parameter for analysis Speed

Fig. 10 Used Neural Network
For the analyzed of the proposed system use a feed forward
neural network. There are different type of neural networks
available according the inner level of complexity use a
different network. Output of Mean Square Error .

Fig 7 Shows the Different parameter for analysis Torce
There are different parameters are shown in the
above figure like total number of broken rotor bar, number
of poles, rotor inductance and others. In the proposed thesis
work focused on broken rotor bar because when broken
rotor bars are broke they directly affected the health on
induction motor health. Induction motor health is directly
depended on the rotor bar. In this proposed simulated work
focused on the induction motor heath assessment in
different broken rotor bar conditions. Total number of
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Fig. 11 Shows the Optimum performance
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The above figure 11 shows the mean square error of
proposed method. There are four lines shows in the figure
train data, validate data, testing and best or optimum result.
The above figure shows the optimum performance output.
The presented system for motor rotor fault detection best
value of optimization using ANN is 10-1. Shown in above
figure. Its shows response time system. The above graph is
created in between x and y axis. X axis shows the number
of epochs and y axis shows the error mean square error.
Optimum result obtain with low value of error as compare
to pervious method.

[2]

[3]

[4]

B. Result Comparison
Table I. Result Comparison
Previous method
Proposed
Parameters
[01]
Method
Mean Square
10-10
10-6
Error
Epochs
180
10
Best Optimum
170(Epochs) at
4(Epochs) at
Result
10-10
0.04
Number of
12500
1000
Samples

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
In the above figure shows the ANN over simulated results
at the different broken rotor bar conditions.
[9]
Table 5.2 Broken Rotor Bar based Comparison
Under Good
Condition

0 to 5

Induction motor in good
condition

In between
Good and Bad

5 to 8

Induction motor started
broken age

Under Bad
Condition

Above 8

Replace the Induction
motor

VI. CONCLUSION
Detection of broken rotor bar of induction motor
with the help of ANN was the focus of the presented work.
The mathematical models of induction motor in both
healthy as well as fault condition were developed in order
to simulate the faults of varying intensity at different load
conditions. Various parameters of induction motor are
recorded in all the different conditions. These recorded
parameters are used to train the Artificial Neural Network.
The output of the ANN shows that proposed technique
successfully detects the presence of broken rotor fault of
induction motor. Shows better values 10-9 error at 1000
epochs. Response Time of proposed ANN detection is
good.
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